For Greater Transportation Systems

INTELLIGENT
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS
help provide…

An alternative to new infrastructure

A means to improve the efficiency of the existing transportation system

An engine for regional economic growth and enhanced quality of life

An opportunity to make traveling in Maryland more comfortable and
enjoyable
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WHO ARE WE?
The Intelligent Transportation Society of Maryland (ITS MD) was founded in 1995
The nexus of activities and efforts to promote the application of
technology to enhance transportation in the Mid-Atlantic Region
Organization of public agencies, private companies and academic
institutions
Support and promote the coordinated development and
deployment of technologies
Make our transportation systems safer, more effective and more
efficient
Provide improved service to the customers and users
of the systems
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ITS MARYLAND’S MISSION
Support and promote the deployment of …..

Safe, Efficient, Integrated and Inter-modal
Intelligent Transportation Systems
in Maryland, Delaware and the District of Columbia
through the use of technology-oriented solutions. This will be accomplished by
providing a forum for…..

Coordination, Communication, Education, Training
and Outreach
among all interested organizations in the State.
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VISION
Technology is unobtrusive and effective in reducing
congestion and assisting travelers to get to their destinations
safely

Transfer of people and goods between transportation modes
is seamless

Timely information is available for trip-planning and enroute
decisions

Information is shared and cooperation fostered across
geographic and jurisdictional lines
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REGIONAL ITS PROJECTS
Coordinated
Highways Action
Response Team
(CHART)

Montgomery County
Advanced Traffic
Management
System

MD Department
of Transportation
SHA/ MDTA

Metropolitan Area
Transportation
Operations
Coordination

City of Baltimore
Advanced Traffic
Management Center

Baltimore MTA and
Montgomery County
Ride-On AVL

DelTrac ATMS

Parking Management
System

Ground
Transportation
Management
System

Maryland 511

Traffic Response
and Information
Partnership (TRIP)

Regional Integrated
Transportation
Information System
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LUNCH & LEARNS / SEMINARS
Lunch and Learn (L&L) events provide an
ongoing opportunity to get together and share
experiences, to learn about new technologies,
applications or processes.

These gatherings offer an informal opportunity
to interact, network and enjoy some
camaraderie while gaining in-depth knowledge
in a topical area of interest.

The Spring Seminar provides information on
advanced technologies and applications from
local Maryland‐based practitioners with hands
on field experience.
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LEGISLATIVE TECHNOLOGY FAIR
This
legislative
outreach
and
educational event is an annual
opportunity to promote the benefits of
ITS technology, and for showcasing
ITS applications and benefits around
the State.

This year’s theme “Technology Solutions for
Cost-effective Performance Management”
resonated with nearly 100 guests in
attendance including Senators, Delegates
and their staff as well as about 30 exhibitors
and ITS members who acted as hosts to
the guests.
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SOCIAL EVENTS
ORIOLES
Baseball

Spring
Bowling
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ANNUAL MEETING
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NEWSLETTER
Keeping ITS Maryland abreast of innovative ITS projects and
schedules of events; and highlighting member company news
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STUDENT OUTREACH
ITS MD Student Chapters
 ITS MD recognizes the need
to invest in the new generation
of engineers, developers and
architects, who will be the
future of the transportation
industry.
ITS MD Scholarship Awards Program
 This competitive program
includes several universities in
Maryland, the District of
Columbia and Delaware, and
encourages students from
different disciplines to apply.
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WHAT IS YOUR ROLE?
Transportation
Professionals
participate in
and benefit
from
information
exchange and
find new ways
to enhance the
efficient
operation of
transportation
systems

Public Officials
promote
economic
vitality and
environmental
conservation
through
efficient use of
public funds to
enhance the
transportation
system

Academics
support
transportation
research,
training and
career
opportunities

Private Sector
applies
technology
and skills to
provide
professional
services in
support of ITS
deployment

General Public
promotes
better quality of
life through
using improved
transportation
that meets
traveler needs

BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP
NETWORKING
• Puts you and your
organization in touch with
others that are helping to
shape this exciting and fastpaced industry

STUDENT CHAPTER
AFFILIATION
• Involvement with local
universities providing
internships, job opportunites,
and scholarships

BUSINESS
MARKETING &
PARTNERSHIPS
• Company Highlights via the
ITS MD Newsletter and
Website

REDUCED FEES
• Membership discounted fees
to many events

EDUCATION &
TRAINING
• Opportunities through “lunchand-learn” events and
roundtable discussions

INVOLVEMENT
• A voice in the management
and operations of Maryland’s
transportation system

LEGISLATIVE TECH
FAIR
• Access to policy makers
through legislative outreach
events

SOCIAL OUTINGS
• Golf, bowling, Orioles baseball
and other local cultural events

INFORMATION
EXCHANGE
• Technical and operational
information exchange and
interaction with peers locally
and regionally
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ITS MD MEMBERS
The world belongs to those that show up…
ASTI Transportation
Systems
Baltimore Metropolitan
Council
Century Engineering
CH2M Hill
COHU HD
Control Technologies
Daktronics
Daniel Consultants, Inc.
DelDOT
E-Squared Engineering
Elite Contracting, Inc.
Etherwan Systems
Jacobs
J-DOS Internationale
J.O. Herbert Company

JMT
Kapsch TrafficCom, NA
Kittelson & Associates
McCain, Inc.
MDOT / SHA
MDTA
Montgomery County
Motion Maps, LLC
National Capital Industries
Open Roads Consulting
Parsons Brinkerhoff
Prince George’s County
RK&K Engineers, LLP
Sabra, Wang and
Associtaes
Sensys Networks, Inc.
Skyline Products, Inc.

STV, Inc.
T3 Design
Telvent – Schneider Elec
The Traffic Group, Inc.
Total Traffic Network
Traffic Systems &
Technology
TrafficVision
TrafficWare
TransCore
Turnkey Technology
University of Maryland
URS Corporation
VDOT
Westat
WRA
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ITS MARYLAND is the organization for everyone with a
stake in the success of Maryland’s transportation system!
We work in partnership to enhance management and
operations of Maryland’s transportation system utilizing
technology and informed personnel
There’s strength in numbers and power in organization and unity.
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